Architectural Proposal

26.08.2016

AB Künnapu&Padrik
Pärnu mnt 28-2, Tallinn,
10141, Estonia

Please find below our detailed proposal for your kind consideration.

AB Künnapu&Padrik would like to provide the concept design project for the Wat Phra That Doi Suthep Meditation Centre, located on the island of Aegna, Karnapi 10, 74021, Estonia.

The concept design project will contain the following:

• architectural and constructive plans of the building (i.e. the plans of the basement, the ground floor, the 1st floor and the attic);
• the necessary sections;
• the elevations;
• 3D-visualizations of the building;
• the site plan (the building itself with the design of the surrounding situation);
• the written description of the architectural project (i.e. the concept of the architectural solution, the description of used materials, the description of structural solution, the basic technical data of the building (i.e. area, volume, height, width, length etc)).

AB Künnapu&Padrik will introduce the project to necessary institutions.

The cost of the concept design project is 1000 (one thousand) €, include value added tax (VAT, 20 %).
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